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During the last approximately 12 years, sweeping-plane techniques ina linear space R a have 
become an important tool in computational geometry. They are characterized bya hyperplane 
moving through ("sweeping") the space. It "stops" when it meets certain transition points, in 
order to collect local information as a contribution to the final result. Usually the movement 
is a uniform translation: The "sweeping-plane" is g-t(r) (~- the time), where g:R a oR is a 
non-constant linear mapping. 
Typical applications are: 
(i) Find all intersections of finitely many line segments ina plane; 
(ii) Solution of the closest pair problem; 
(iii) Computation of the volume or of the Euler-eharacteristie of a d-dimensional 
polyhedron. 
In most eases these techniques require a family of parallel hyperplanes g-t(~') in "regular" 
(or "general") position with respect to a finite number of points x~ and/or planes Nk. This 
means that x~ # xj implies g(xi) ~ g(xj) and that parallelity of N, with g-t(7) implies dim Nj. -- 
0 (all t, j, k). So the problem arises to find an appropriate linear mapping :~d~ R. 
With n the number of points and planes we first present anumerical solution, allowing the 
computation of the coefficients of g in time O(n • log n). This solution has the disadvantage 
to require that the points xj and the planes Nk are known in advance. As this condition is 
not met in all cases, we present a second, symbolic solution, looking at the coefficients of g 
as undetermined real variables. Instead of assigning numerical values to these variables we 
ask them to satisfy certain order relations. This symbolic method oes not require the points 
and planes to be known in advance. 
Readers who are not famil iar  with the subject may begin by looking at the example in 
the introduct ion (2nd paragraph):  computation of the volume of a polyhedron. 
Throughout  this paper  we shall use "plane" as a synonym for " l inear variety" or "flat". 
A plane therefore is a non-empty intersection of  hyperplanes. 
1. Introduction 
The so called "sweeping-p lane"  technique was introduced by H. Hadwiger (1955) in 
connect ion with a fundamental ly  new definition of Eulers characteristic on the "Konvex-  
ring". Later on it was discovered to be a powerful tool for geometric omputation, as is 
i l lustrated by the fol lowing (incomplete): Brousseau (1966), Shamos/Hoey (1976), 
A lexanderson & Wetzel (1978), Kerr & Wetzel (1978), Bentley & Ottmann (1979), 
Nievergelt & Preparata (1982), Bieri & Nef (1982, 1983, 1985), Hinrichs et al. (1987, 1988). 
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For a short description of  the method let us take a look at the algorithm presented in 
Bieri & Nef  (1983): computation of  the volume V(P) of a bounded polyhedron pc  R a. 
We assume P to be given by its vertices x~, . . . ,  x, and the local properties of P in each 
of the xi, represented by the "locally adjoined pyramid" px~ = xi + R + • (P c~ U-  xi) (where 
R+ is the set of positive reals and U a sufficiently small neighbourhood of x~). 
Let g be a non-constant linear mapping from Ra to R. If r designates the time, the 
hyperplane g-~(~-) "sweeps" the space R a while time grows from -oo to +oo: it is a 
"sweeping-plane". 
We introduce the left-side halfspace H(~-):= g-~(~--~÷) of g-~(~-) and denote with 
V(P, ~r) the volume of the intersection P ~ H(r). The volume V(P) then evidently equals 
V(P, ~) for sufficiently large ~-. It therefore can be found by observing V(P, ~) during the 
sweep and determining its value for large r. 
To do this we now choose g such that x~ ~ xj implies ~:= g(x~)#g(xj)=: ~ (i, j= 
1, . . . ,  n), i.e. (see below) that the sweeping-plane g-~ (~-) is in regular position with respect 
to the vertices. (It is the purpose of this paper to show, how a linear mapping g of this 
kind can be found.) Without loss of generality we assume that 
--oO=~o<rl <. • .<~- <%,+z=+oO. 
According to formulae (5) to (10) in Bieri & Nef  (1983), V(P, ~') is a polynomial pk('C) 
of degree ~d on the interval (~'k, ~'k÷l) (k =0, . . . ,  n). The essential point now is, that the 
differences Ak(r):=pk(~')--pk-l(~) are uniquely determined by g and the pyramids PX~ 
(i.e. g and the local data in the vertices Xk) and can be computed as shown in the 
publication just cited, sections 3ft. 
From these explanations the following scheme can be deduced for the algorithm we 
are looking for: 
(1.1) VOLUME OF A BOUNDED POLYHEDRON. 
(a) choose linear mapping g; renumber the vertices uch that g(x~)<. • • < g(x,,); 
(b) p(r):= O; 
(e) fo rk=l ton  
(d) compute Ak(~') (from px~ and g); 
P(~') := P(~') + Ak (~'); 
endfor; 
(f) V(P) := p(r) (which now is a constant). 
This fits in the following general 
(1.2) 
(a) 
SCHEME FOR SWEEPING ALGORITHMS. 
choose linear mapping g; 
initialize the control queue Q;~ 
(b) initialize intermediate results; 
(e) while Q #O 
z := first element of Q; 
(d) update intermediate results (from g and the local situation in z); 
i The control queue is a set of points ("transition points") ordered according to the values of g. In these 
points the sweep "stops" in order to perform certain problem-dependent computations with the local situation 
as input. In the volume xample Q is the ordered set of vertices. 
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(e) update Q;2 
Q := Q\{z}; 
endwhile; 
(f) establish final result. 
(Corresponding parts of the two schemes are labelled with the same letter). 
Except for a few special cases sweeping algorithms ask for a sweeping-plane g-~(T)  
in "regular position" with respect o the transition-points, i.e. that x~ # x i implies g(x~) 
g(x j )  (i, k = 1 . . . .  , n).  (We prefer to say "regular" instead of as usual "general", because 
what is asked for is in fact a special situation.) 
So the problem arises: 
Given x~, . . . ,  xn~R a, find g such that g-~(r )  is in regular position to these points. 
Furtherm6re we have to know the order in which g-t(~.) meets the x~. 
In the past Bieri & Nef (1983, p. 89) have determined the coefficients of g with a 
random-number generator. While this is efficient in practice, it is not satisfactory from a 
theoretical standpoint. Since so far as we know the problem has never been treated 
theoretically, we shall first (in section 2) present a numerical solution, the (asymptotic 
worst case) time-complexity of which is O(n • log n). This solution depends on a basis 
{e l , . . . ,  ed} of ~d, relative to which every element x= ~.  e l+" • "+~d" ed is determined 
by its components (coordinates) ~:k. The algorithm "F IND SWEEPING-PLANE"  (2.14) 
computes the coefficients hk of g(x)  = As • ~ +" " • + Ad" ~d. 
In this solution the sweeping-plane g- l (T )  meets the points xi in lexicographical 
order: I f  the first non-zero coordinate of xj-x~ is >0, then g(xt )< g(x j ) :g -~( r )  meets x~ 
before xj. 
The question therefore arises, whether lexicographical ordering could be a sufficient 
alternative for our algorithm. This is, however, not the case, since some algorithms 
essentially depend on the sweeping-plane. For example, in the algorithm (1.1) "VOLUME 
OF A BOUNDED POLYHEDRON"  that we have briefly described, the difference 
polynomials Ak(A) obviously depend on the orientation of the sweeping plane. In the 
example shown in section 3 (area of a triangle) this appears in the dependence of the 
AI(~-) on e (cf. (3.9)). By the way there is no "universal" hyperplane g-l(~-), such that 
z > 0 (lexicographically) would be equivalent with g (z )> 0 for all z ~ •d. 
The numerical solution has one weak point. It assumes that the transition points are 
all known in advance, a requirement that in many cases is not met (e.g. Bentley & Ottmann 
(1979)). 
We therefore shall present (in section 3) a second, "symbolic" solution. We assume 
(as most authors do) that g- t ( r )  with g(x)  = ~'~ is used as an (eventually singular (i.e. 
non-regular)) initial sweeping-plane. The idea is to vary g 
(i) in such a way that all singularities vanish, and 
(ii) little enough to make sure that no new singularities arise. 
This can be achieved by replacing g(x)  with h(x)  = ~ + s2 • ~2+" " • + ed" ~d, where 
e2 , . . . ,  ed are to be chosen in such a way that (i) and (ii) are satisfied. Based on the 
numerical solution we shall see that we do not need to assign numerical values to the et. 
2 In many cases the transition-points are not all known in advance. New transition points x (with g(x) > g(z) l) 
may be detected while (d) is executed in a point ze Q (e.g. in Bentley & Ottmann (1979)). In these cases Q 
has to be updated by insertion of newly detected transition-points. In the volume xample updating Q means 
"doing nothing". 
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They rather may be considered as variables meeting certain order relations applicable 
even if not all transition points are known in advance. We thus find a second, non- 
numerical solution which, by the way, is based on the same idea as certain perturbation 
methods having been introduced for the elimination of singularities in geometric configur- 
ations (el. Bieri & Nef  (1983), section 5, Miicke (1985) or Edelsbrunner (1987), section 9.4). 
In addition to regularity with respect o a finite number of points, some problems 
require a hyperplane g-~(~-) in regular position with respect o a finite set N of planes 
(i.e. non-empty intersections of hyperplanes). This means that no plane NeN with 
dim N> 0 is parallel to g-~(-r), or: if N = g-~(~') for some ~'~N, then dim N = 0. 
This kind of regularity is required by certain sweep-algorithms (cf. e.g. Bieri & Nef 
(1983), section 2 (p. 71), or Edelsbrunner (1987), e.g. section 5.2). It is also of importance 
for other classes of computational problems, for example in connection with duality- 
transformations (avoid "vertical" hyperplanes, of. Edelsbrunner (1987), p. 13) or as a 
presupposition for certain theorems (el. Bieri & Nef (1988), Theorems 6, 7). 
The problem to find a hyperplane in regular position with respect o a finite set of 
planes can easily be reduced to the corresponding problem for a set of points: choose 
two points XN, Yn in each N ~ J¢ and determine g with the algorithm "F IND SWEEPING- 
PLANE" (2.14) such that g(xN)~ g(YN) for all planes N ~ N. 
Combined points-planes-problems can of course be solved in an analogous way. 
Furthermore for the symbolic solution there is absolutely no difference between these 
two classes of problems. 
2. A Numerical Solution 
We are going to establish an algorithm "F IND SWEEPING-PLANE" (2.14) solving 
the following problem: 
(2.1) Given x~, . . . ,  xn ~ R a, 
(2.1.1) find a linear mapping g : •d ~R such that x~ ~ x i implies g(xi) ~ g(xj) 
( i , j= l , . . . ,  n) and 
(2.1.2) renumber x~ . . . .  , x~ such that i< j  implies g(x~)<-g(xj). 
2.1. ELEMENTS OF A SOLUTION 
We introduce a basis {e l , . . . ,  ed} in ~a and renumber x~, . . . ,  x, such that 
(2.2) xl--<" • "--< x, in lexicographical order (i.e. for j > i the first non-zero component 
of x j -x i  (if there is one) is positive). 
The differences 
z~:=xi+l-xi ( i= l , . . . ,n -1 )  
then are lexicographically >-0. If we succeed in finding a linear mapping g such that 
zt>Oimpliesg(zi)>O ( i= 1 , . . . ,  n - l ) ,  
then (since for j>  i: xj =xi+zj+'. .+zi_1) 
(2.3.1) g solves the regularity problem (2.1.1), and 
(2.3.2) the sweeping-plane g-~(r) meets x~ . . . .  , x,, in lexicographical order. So (2.1.2) 
is solved too. 
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An algorithm "F IND SWEEP ING-PLANE"  solving problem (2.1) therefore may be 
subdivided as follows: 
Step 1. Sort x~ . . . . .  x, lexicographically, renumber them such that xl <-" • • <-- xn (cf. (2.2)) 
and put 
(2.4) z; := x~+l - x, (i = 1 , . . . ,  n - 1) and Z := {zl . . . .  , z,-l}. (Note that all z; are ~>0, i.e. 
the first non-zero component  (if there is one) is positive.) 
Step 2. Find a linear mapp ing  g:Ra~ ~ such that 
(2.5) z i>Oimpl iesg(z i )>O ( i=1  . . . .  ,n - l ) .  
While step 1 is trivial, we have to take a closer look at step 2. 
We first partition the set Z := {z~, . . . ,  z~_~} (cf. (2.4)) into subsets according to the 
index of the first non-zero components o f  the elements z ~ Z, putting 
(2.6) Z , :={z=~' , .  e l+ ' "  "+(d" eacZ:  ;g, . . . . .  ~'d-,=0, fd - r+,#0} 
( r=0 . . . . .  d).  
This definition for example means 
Zo = {0} if 0~ Z, =0 otherwise, 
ZI contains all z = ¢a" ea c Z with ~'a # 0, 
Z2 contains all Z=¢d-i  • ea- l+~d • edEZ with ~',1-1 # 0, 
Za contains all z e Z with the first component ~'~ # 0. 
Clearly, 
(2.7) the sets Zo, . . . ,  Zd are disjoint and their union is Z. 
All z e Zr are elements of  the subspace 
(2.8) L, : -  {x ~ R a: ~1 . . . . .  ~d-r = 0}, the dimension of which is r. 
These subspaces evidently satisfy 
{0} = Lo ~ L td . . . c  Ld_I  C Ld =R a. 
Z, is not only a subset o f  Lr, but even of the open hal f -space/4,  c L~ defined by ~:d-,+t > 0 
(cf. (2.4), (2.6)). So (2.6) may be replaced by 
(2.9) Z~:={z~Z:~ . . . . .  ~a_r=O, (d_r+ l>O}CHr=Lr  . 
By the way, the union 
P := Hou ' "  "wHa 
is a cone with apex 0 (i.e. P = R + • P). It is convex and satisfies 
P n ( -P )  = {0}, P u ( -P )  = ~d. 
The relation 
x<_yC:>y-xaP  
therefore is a total order on 1~ a, compatible with the linear structure. This order evidently 
is the lexicographical one, 
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In order to illustrate this let us mention that in case of a 2-dimensional plane 1~ 2, P is 
the union of  
Ho = {0} with 
Ht  ={/J2" e2: ~:2:> 0} and 
H2=(~,  • e~+~2, e~: ~:~> 0~, 
i,e. the union of the origin with the (relatively) open positive half-line on the ~2-axis and 
the open positive right hand half-plane. 
Z0, Z~, Z2 contain those elements of Z, that are elements of 1-to resp. H1 resp. /-/2. 
Now let us assume that for each re  {0 , . . . ,  d} a linear mapping gr : L~R (cf. (2.8)) 
is given such that for r = 0 , . . . ,  d - 1 : 
(2.10.1) g~+t is an extension of g,, and 
(2.10.2) z ~ Z~+t implies g~+~(z) ~- 0. 
Then g := ge is a solution for step 2 of "F IND SWEEP ING-PLANE" .  
To prove this let z~Z and z>0.  Because of  (2.7) there exists exactly one rE 
{0 , . . . ,d - I}  such that z~Z~+~. From (2.10.2) follows g~÷t(z)>0, and since g is an 
extension of  g~-i (el. (2.10.1)) we find g (z )> 0. 
So step 2 (of. (2.5)) is reduced to the problem: 
(2.11) Given r c {0~.. . ,  d ~ 1 }, a linear mapping g~ : L~-~ R, and a finite set Z~+~ H~+~, 
find a linear mapping ~÷l : L~+~ R, such that (2.10.1) and (2.10.2) are satisfied. 
Now evidently go=0 and (2.10.1) is satisfied if and only if 
(2.12) g~+,(0,. . . ,  0, ~ ,  ~_~÷, , . . . ,  ~:~) 
=g~(0 . . . .  ,0, 0, Ca_~+~ . . . .  , ~:d)+xa-~. ~d-~ 
for some ;ta_~ ~ R. (2.10.2) is satisfied if and only if 
(2.13) , ,~_~>-g~(o, . . .  , o,o, ¢,,_~+,,..., ~d)/~,,-~ 
= - - (X , _ .+~ • ~d- .+ l  + '  " ' + X~" ~, ) /G- .  
for all z=~e_~" ee- ,+" '  '+~e" ea~Z,+~ (cf. (2.9)). 
(For r = 0 this means )ta > 0 in case Z~ # ~.  I f  Z,+~ = ~ for some r, then we may assign 
any real value to Aa-,.) 
2.2. THE ALGORITHM 
We are now able to describe an algorithm solving problem (2.1) as follows: 
(2.14) F IND SWEEP ING-PLANE 
Input: 
A finite set of points xl,  • . . ,  x~ e ~d specified by their coordinates. 
Output: 
xt , .  • •, x, in lexicographical order and the coefficients ;~1, • • •, Ad of a linear mapping 
g:x~d ~g(X)= Al " ~1+" " "+ ;q~' ~d c~" 
Step 1.1: 
Sort x~, . . . ,  x~ lexicographically and renumber such that xl -<' ' ' --- x,,. 
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Step 1.2: 
For i=1 , . . . ,  n -1  form z, := x,+l - -  x~. 
Step 2.1: 
Decompose Z = ~zi . . . .  , zn_l} into Z0, Z~ . . . . .  Zd (cf. (2.7), (2.9)). 
Step 2.2: 
Ad := 1; 
for r= l to  d -1  
choose "~ d - r  ~S> max ~ qr ( Z ) : z = ~d -~ " ed - , +" " " + ~d " e d ~ Z~+I} 
with q, (z ) : -~  - - ( ) td_ ,+~ " ~d- ,+~ +"  " "WAd'  ~d)/ ~d-r .j 
end FIND SWEEPING-PLANE. 
The discussion in section 2.1 (especially (2.11), (2.12) and (2.13)) shows that the 
algorithm solves (2.1.1). It also solves (in Step 1.1) (2.1.2), since (cf. (2.3.2)) g-~(~') meets 
x~, . . . ,  x, in lexicographical order. As has been pointed out in the Introduction this does 
not render the actual computation of a hyperplane superfluous. 
We also have shown in the Introduction that the problem to find a hyperplane in 
regular position with respect o a finite set of planes, too, can be solved with "F IND 
SWEEPING-PLANE" (2.14). The same is true for combined plane-/points-problems. 
2.3. TIME COMPLEXITY ,  NUMERICAL  PROBLEMS 
Looking at the algorithm "F IND SWEEPING-PLANE" (2.14), Steps 1.2, 2.1 and 2.2 
can be done in O(n)  time. The sorting problem in Step 1.1 takes (for fixed dimension 
d)  O(n .  log n) time. So we find that problem (2.1) with d fixed can be done in O(n .  log n) 
time. This is optimal because very algorithm solving (2.1) allows to sort n arbitrary real 
numbers a~ . . . . .  a, : just introduce the points xi := oLi" ea c ~d (] ~ 1, . . .  , /1 ) and determine 
a solution g of (2.1.1). Sorting the xl according to (2.1.2) automatically arranges the a~ 
either in increasing or in decreasing order. So we get the result: 
With the dimension d fixed, problem (2.1) is solvable in O(n .  log n) time. 
This is asymptotically optimal in the worst case. 
If the dimension is not fixed this complexity is to be replaced by O(d .  n .  log n). 
When for practical applications we use finite precision arithmetic numerical problems 
may arise from the fact that some or all of the quotients Ak/Ak+~ possibly are very big 
numbers. For an example, let us assume d =3 and the following three points to be in Z: 
Z l -----e3, z 2 = 82 'e  2 -  e 3 (82 ~--0), z a = 83 . e l -  e2 (83"> 0) .  From g(zt): > 0 (i = 1, 2, 3) then 
follows hu/h3> 1/82 and h, /h2> 1/83 .  The quotients h2/h3 and At/As therefore become 
arbitrarily big if we choose 82 and 83 sufficiently small. 
There is an evident connection between this phenomenon and the non-existence of a 
linear mapping g : R d ~ R such that for all z ~ R d : z > 0 (lexicographically) would imply 
g(z)>0. 
We shall not enter further into these problems because they can be avoided by using 
the symbolic method presented in section 3. 
In case Z,.+~ =0 the max imum is to be set -- -oo, so that we may assign any real value to A,t-,.. 
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2.4. A COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION 
Since Step 2.2 of "F IND SWEEPING-PLANE" (2.14) allows to choose all Ak > 0, we 
may (and we shall do so from now on by purely formal reasons) replace g(x)  with 
(2 .15)  ¢2+" "+6d" ¢,, 
with ek=Ak/A l>O (k=2, . . . ,d ) .  
This replacement evidently does not change the sweeping-plane. 
Most authors are accustomed touse the sweeping-plane with equation (1 = r (i.e. h - I ( r )  
with h(x) = ~:1), assuming that this family of planes is in regular position. If this is not 
the case it can be enforced by a suitable coordinate transformation, e.g. 
(2.16) ~ I=A.  ~:1 (~:l =the column with elements ~:k) 
with 
(2.17) A= (ask), 
where a~l=l ,  oqk=e k (k=2, . . . ,  d) and for i=2  . . . .  , d: a ,= 1, Oqk=0 for k~i ,  
resulting in ~:1 = h(x),  so that (of. (2.15)) the planes with equation ~:~ = r are in regular 
position• 
We have, however, to be aware that A is not orthonormal. This may cause difficulties 
if the problem is not purely affine in nature but involves Euclidean metric. In this case 
we replace A by an orthonormal matrix B the first row of which is proportional to the 
one of A. The matrix B = (/3~k) defined as follows (with el := 1) will do: 
(i, k= 1 . . . .  ,d ) ,  (2.18) flik := Y~k " V71 
where 
and for i = 2 . . . .  , d: 
and 
Tlk := ea (k= 1 , . . . ,  d), 
y,k :=- -e i .ek  if k< i, 
T.:= e~+. .  "+e~-l,  
T,k := 0 i fk> i, 
<>o, 
• .+  
~i := " l i t  " 
( i=2  . . . .  ,d) .  
2 2 (by the way, vi equals 3'~+' ' • + Yia). 
As this matrix B has been found just by trying and guessing, its orthonormality has to 
be proved by showing that the product of B with its transpose is the identity matrix. This 
is easy to perform. 
The remark in section 2.3 concerning numerical problems of course also applies 
to (2.15). 
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3. A Symbolic Solution 
3.1. THE GENERAL FORM 
As we have mentioned in the Introduction, the transition points to be processed while 
a sweeping algorithm is running may not all be known in advance. If this is the case the 
numerical solution will not work. This is one of several reasons for the introduction of 
the following "symbolic" solution. 
Writing g(x) instead of/~(x) in (2.15) we remember that real numbers e2, . . . ,  ea exist, 
such that with 
g(x):= ~:,+~2' ~2+'. "+e~. f~, 
(3.1) z>0 impl iesg(z )>0fora l l zeZ  
(remember (cf. (2.4)) that z > 0 means: 
the first non-zero component of z is positive). 
and therefore 
(3.2) the sweeping-plane g-l(~r) is in regular position with respect o the transition 
points Xl, . . . ,  xn and meets them in lexicographical order (cf. (2.3.1), (2.3.2)). 
Our symbolic solution now rests on the observation that we do not need to know the 
coefficients e2, . . . ,  ed numerically. It suffices to know that they exist. We therefore shall 
from now on look at these coefficients as variables ubject o (3.1) (and consequently 
satisfying (3.2)). It is a most welcome consequence of this view that we no longer need 
to know all transition points in advance. With this symbolic solution the general SCHEME 
FOR SWEEPING ALGORITHMS (1.2) presented in the Introduction still is valid, except 
for the following specializations in (a) and (e): 
(a) put g(x) := ~+e2"  f2 +" " "+ea' 6a, and Q:=the set of transition points known in 
advance, ordered lexicographically. 
(e) insert newly detected transition points lexicographically into Q. 
The rest of the SCHEME remains unchanged as well as the problem-dependent algorithms 
to be applied in (b), (d) and (f). We have, however, to be aware that these algorithms 
now have functions of e2 , . . . ,  ed as input (instead of numbers) and that intermediate 
results will depend on the ei. In order to run algorithms automatically some computer 
algebra system (e.g. MACSYMA) therefore will be needed. 
As a part of  these computations the signs of (finitely many!) expressions of the form 
(3.3) g(y)=~7~+e2"~h+'''+ed'~a 
may be asked for. The best way to find them is to realize that throughout section 2 we 
may replace Z with any finite set Y = Z. This proves the existence of e2, • •., ea such 
that (generalizing (3.1)) 
(3.4) y>Oimplies g(y)>Oand y<Oimplies g(y)<Oforall ye Y. 
The sign of g(y) (3.3) then becomes (cf. (2.4)) 
(3.5) sig g(y) = sign of the first rh # 0. 
The symbolic solution evidently works just as well with algorithms requiring a sweeping- 
plane in regular position with respect o a finite set of planes (cf. the Introduction), or 
to a combination of points and planes. 
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Let us now apply the symbolic way to a very simple example: computation of the 
volume (area) of a triangle P in the plane R 2, following the algorithm "VOLUME OF 
A BOUNDED POLYHEDRON"  (1.1) presented in the Introduction. The example though 
does not make use of the main advantage of the symbolic approach, namely that not all 
transition points have to be known in advance. We have, nevertheless, chosen it because 
it shows how the method works and because it can easily be done "by hand". When new 
transition points are detected while an algorithm is running, the only difference is that 
they have to be inserted lexicographically into the control queue Q (cf. (e) in (1.2) and 
(3.2)). 
We choose the triangle with vertices (with respect o an orthonormal basis) 
(3.6) xl = e2, x2 = 2 • e2, X3 = 2 • el + e2. 
The algorithm first asks in (a) to choose g(x). Following the symbolic way we of course 
put 
(3.7) g(x) := ¢~+ e.  ~:2 (writing 8 for e2). 
Since the vertices are already in lexicographical order we do not have to renumber them. 
This is by the way confirmed by 
(3.8) "rl=g(xl)=e, r2= g(xa) =2 • e,'r3=g(x3)=2+e , 
from which with (3.5) follows ~'~ < r2 < %. 
In the loop (c) we have to compute the difference polynomials At(-r) from the locally 
adjoined pyramids P~, and g. For this very modest example, however, activating the 
formalism of  Bieri & Nef  (1983) (conceived for arbitrary bounded polyhedra in R d) is 
not worth the trouble. Instead of this a look at Figures 1 to 3 (with e = 1/2) shows 
intuitively that A~, --A2, 43 are the areas of the hatched triangles (as functions of r). 
Elementary calculations yield 
(3.9) A l ( ' r )=a ' [ (2 -e ) '~ '2 -2"e ' (2 -e ) . r+e 2 . (2 -e ) ] ,  
A2(7") = a"  [ -2 '  r2+8 • e .  r -8 .  e2], 
A3(7 ) = a" [/3" ,/.2--2" e" (2+ e) '  r+  e. (2+ e)2], 
with  a = 1 / [2 .  e .  (2 -  ~)]. 
For ~r > ~'3 = 2 + e the sum of the A i must equal the area of the triangle. The result of the 
addition is the constant polynomial 1, which indeed is correct. 
3.2.1. A SPECIAL FORM 
3.2. VARIANTS 
For the example in section 3.1 (area of a triangle) we have assumed that for the 
computation of the differences A~('r) we dispose of an algorithm working with an arbitrary 
sweeping-plane g-~(~'). Let us now imagine that the only algorithm we know asks for the 
sweeping-plane h-l(r) with h(x)= ~:t (cf. section 2.4). This algorithm eventually would 
not work with the triangle looked at in section 3.1, because h-l(~ -) is not in regular 
position with respect o the vertices x~, x2. The algorithm in Bieri & Nef (1983), for 
example, would not. This difficulty can be by-passed using a linear transformation as in 
section 2.4, but this time looking at the coefficients as variables according to the symbolic 
way. Since the problem involves Euclidean geometry this transformation has to be 
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orthonormal (at least if we want to apply the usual formulae for the area). We therefore 
choose the matrix B (2.18) so that (writing e for e2) the transformation is the fol lowing: 
(3.10) ~1=(~,+~. ¢2)/p 
¢2= ( -e  . ¢1+ ~2)t p 
with p = (1 + e2) ~/2 and (of. (3.5)) 
sig(~h + e • ~72) = sig ~h if rh # 0, 
=sigr/2 i f r  h=0.  
The sweeping-plane/~-~(r) with/~ = ~ then is in regular position. The area of  the tr iangle 
can be calculated exactly as in section 3.1. The result is again (3.9), except that i- is to 
be replaced with p .  ~-. The sum of the ~(~-) still equals 1. 
3.2.2. APPROXIMATIONS 
The algorithm "F IND SWEEPING-PLANE" (2.14) allows in step 2.2 to choose the 
coefficients Al arbitrarily big. In (2.15) therefore the e~ can assume values as small  as we 
like. Using the symbolic method we therefore may investigate the behaviour of  results as 
ei --> 0 (i = 2 , . . . ,  d). Provided that continuity aspects allow, this can be applied in several 
ways as the following two examples indicate: 
(a) Intermediate results usually will be functions of the e,. Determining the l imits as 
et ~ 0 allows to get rid of these variables. 
For an example let us ask for the area Vo of the polygon P ~ H, ,  where P is the tr iangle 
(3.6) and H1 the half-plane defined by ¢1 <- 1. It is near at hand to use the sweeping 
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method with g(x)= ~:1+ e. ~:2 (el. (3.7)), demonstrated in section 3.1, "stopping" the 
sweep at ~" = 1. The result wilt be the area V, of the intersection of P with the half-plane 
defined by g(x)<__ 1. It is geometrically evident hat for e~0 V~ converges to Vo. 
From (3.5) follows ~'2 = 2 • e < 1 < 2+ e = ~'3. V, therefore is the value at r = 1 of the 
polynomial P0") after the loop (c) has been executed twice (of. "VOLUME OF A 
BOUNDED POLYHEDRON"  (1.1) in the Introduction). So we get 
(3.11) V~ = A,(1) + A2(1), 
and with (3.9): 
(3.12) V¢=(3-4 .  ~-z2) /2 (2 -8) .  
For e ~ 0 this converges to the correct result 3/4. 
(b) The second example is motivated by the fact that the orthogonal matrix B (2.18) 
is quite complicated. Computations will be simplified if it is replaced by its first order 
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approximation B* = (/3*) with 
(3.13) /3", = 1, 
/3*k= ~k (k=2, . . . ,  a), 
/3* =-~, (i= 2,. . . ,  a), 
/3* =1 ( i=2, . . . ,  d), 
/3*=0 (i, k=2, . . . ,d :  k#i). 
By this substitution results of a sweeping application will be falsified. The question then 
is whether the error converges to 0, when all el ~0.  The answer of course depends on 
the specific problem. I f  it is affirmative, the correct result will be obtained by determining 
the limit. 
For an example we repeat the one looked at in section 3.2.1, replacing B by B*. At 
the place of (3.10) we then obtain the transformation 
~:* = - E '  ~fl + ~2. 
I f  for the computation of the area we ignore the non-orthonormality of B*, then by 
geometrical reasons we know that the true area will be multiplied with det B* = 1 + e-' = p", 
which for e-~ 0 converges to 1. 
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Simple calculations yield the new (falsified) difference polynomials A* =p2. Ai (A t 
from (3.9)). Their sum is p~, which for e-* 0 converges to the correct area 1. The saving 
in computing-complication earned by this approximation is of course not overwhelming 
in dimension 2. It will, however, be in higher dimensions. 
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